A feasibility study of a single event spectrometer based on semiconductor devices.
The electronics employed around particle accelerators can be disturbed or damaged because of single event effects (SEE). The most likely effect is the single event upset (SEU) which may affect all memory devices. In the case of high energy accelerators, SEUs are mostly produced by secondary charged particles generated by neutron interactions. The measurement of the energy and the lineal energy distribution of these neutron-induced charged particles was proposed. As a first approach, a commercial p-i-n photodiode was employed. This device was irradiated with thermal and monoenergetic fast neutrons. Some effects limiting the use of such a detector as a SEE spectrometer were observed, giving guidelines for the design of an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC). The possibility of creating a solid state microdosemeter by coupling the ASIC with a tissue-equivalent radiator is discussed. Moreover, the p-i-n photodiode covered with a hydrogenated plastic radiator may be employed as a proton-recoil spectrometer.